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Can a homepage be too long?

How long is too long?



How long is your homepage?



Page length in the blogosphere



Unfolding the fold (23/12/06)

91% of the page-views had a scroll-bar



91% of the page-views had a scroll-bar

22% of the page-views with a scroll-bar, were

scrolled all the way to the bottom

See http://blog.clicktale.com/?p=1976% of the page-views with a scroll-bar, were 

scrolled to some extent



91% of the page-views had a scroll-bar

22% of the page-views with a scroll-bar, were

scrolled all the way to the bottom

See http://blog.clicktale.com/?p=1922% of the page-views with a scroll-bar, were 

scrolled all the way to the bottom



Unfolding the fold



Unfolding the fold



What ClickTale didn’t tell us?

 What % were homepages as opposed to content
pages?

 What types of sites that were included in the
research?

 Whether there were any trends for different types
of sites?

 Did page length have any impact on people finding
what they were looking for?

 …

Unfolding the Fold
http://blog.clicktale.com/?p=19



Long pages rule! (26/12/06)

“We asked users to visit a web site to answer
specific questions… users who chose links from

farther down the page were more likely to succeed.
Users who chose links closer to the bottom may

simply have been more thorough in their decision-
making.”

July 1st 1998
http://www.uie.com/articles/page_scrolling/



Long pages rule, except when they don’t
(30/12/06)

“I am always cautious when clients draw
conclusions from click stream data…It's still useful
data in evaluating possible problem areas, but you
really need to conduct some type of observational
research for insights into the whys.”

“We have found that users perform a long data
entry task more quickly and with fewer errors when
it's broken into shorter steps rather than presented
as a long, scrolling page.”

Heidi Adkisson
http://www.iathink.com/2006/12/index.html



Where’s the fold?



Blasting the myth of the fold

“There is an astonishing amount of disbelief
that the users of web pages have learned to

scroll and that they do so regularly. Holding on
to this disbelief – this myth that users won’t

scroll to see anything below the fold – is doing
everyone a great disservice, most of all our

users.”

Milissa Tarquini, Blasting the Myth of the Fold
http://www.boxesandarrows.com/view/blasting-the-myth-of



Blasting the myth of the fold (2)

“On the AOL Money and Finance homepage, users find and use
the modules for recent quotes and their personalised portfolios

even when they are placed well beneath the 1024x768 fold.
…

It is clear that where a given item falls in relation to the fold is
becoming less important. Users are scrolling to see what they

want, and finding it.”

Milissa Tarquini, Blasting the Myth of the Fold
http://www.boxesandarrows.com/view/blasting-the-myth-of



So do these rules apply to
homepages?



Usability.gov’s homepage length guideline

Guideline 5.7:
Limit the homepage to one screenful of information if
at all possible.

Comment:
Any element on the homepage that must immediately
attract the attention of users should be placed ‘above
the fold’. Information that cannot be seen in the first
screenful may be missed altogether - this can
negatively impact the effectiveness of the website…

Usability.gov: Research-based web design and usability guidelines
http://www.usability.gov/pdfs/guidelines.html







Eyetrack III

Eyetrack III
http://www.poynterextra.org/eyetrack2004/main.htm

1. Adding more content to make a longer,
extended page did not affect viewing of
editorial page elements “above the fold”

2. When more choices are available on a
homepage, people still tend to consume
the top portion of the page first.

3. Headlines placed “below the fold” deliver
additional content without penalty to
performance of the upper part of the page.



Sydney Morning Herald

Previous site
~3581 pixels

Redesign
~3983 pixels



Homepage length of media sites





El Pais

Redesign
~3487 pixels

Previous site
~2805 pixels



IHT’s redesign

“So we present our new home page, with more space
for news and links to relevant information. Our goal,
as it has always been, is to give you a broader
understanding of the events of our world. Our editors
will now have more layout and photo options so we
can highlight the relative importance of stories.”

Michael Oreskes, Executive Editor, The International Herald Tribune
http://www.iht.com/articles/2007/07/17/news/web.oreskes.php



ABC News

Redesign
~1920 pixels

Previous site
~1767 pixels



News.com.au

Sports links consistently
feature in the top 5 links



Good homepage design 
= 

Strong and clear information scents



Information scent: helping people find the content they want
http://www.steptwo.com.au/papers/kmc_informationscent/index.html



Navigation headings offer very
poor information scent



Audio & TV

Computing

Electrical

Fashion

Furniture

Gifts & Flowers

Home & Garden

Nursery

Sport & Leisure

Toys

Navigation gives poor information scent



Placing specific content in general context



Applying information scent to retail



AJAX and page length



Video with stronger scent



Shouldn’t it appear in context?



`



1. Conduct task-based usability testing on
your site.

2. If people can’t successfully step
towards the content they want,
consider using the content area of the
homepage to create stronger
information scents.



iain.barker@gmail.com
blog: simplerisbetter.wordpress.com

Information scent rules…

Longer homepages give you
more scope to create

stronger information scents


